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ABSTRACT 

INTRODUCTION  

Kidney stones are common. There are four types of kidney stones, where calcium stones 

accounts for circa 80%. Dehydration, family history and diet are the main risk factors for 

developing kidney stones. Flexible ureteroscopy and laserlithotripsy (FURS) is a surgical 

method for treatment of stones. The most common complications are infectious events. The 

incidence of fever after ureteroscopy is between 1.2 and 22%, and the incidence of sepsis is 

between 0.3 and 2%. In Sweden, there are 3 to 49 hospital-treated severe sepsis cases per 

10000 person-years, and the mortality rates of septic shock is high, ranging from 31 to 61%. 

AIM 

To find out the results and complication rates of FURS of kidney and proximal ureter stones 

at Örebro University Hospital, and secondary aims are to analyse the factors that increases the 

risk of infectious complications    

METHODS 

All consecutive patients who underwent FURS at Örebro University Hospital during year 

2016 for kidney or proximal ureter stones were retrospectively reviewed and included in 

analysis. The study population consisted of 69 subjects. Stone-free rate, postoperative 

complications and associated risk factors was identified. Statistical analysis was performed. 

RESULTS  

Of all, 59 patients (85%) became stone-free. Infectious complications affected 15 patients 

(22%). The stone volume (mm3) was much higher in those with infectious complications 

(1090 compared to 347, p=0.007). 

CONCLUSION  

The stone-free rate at Örebro University Hospital is 85%. Infectious complications affected 

22%. Large stone volume was found to be the only independent risk factor for developing 

infectious complications postoperatively. To avoid infectious complications among those with 

large stones, the operator might consider doing staged procedure. 

 

 

Keywords: Flexible ureteroscopy, kidney stones, infectious complications, risk factors 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

BMI - Body Mass Index 

ESWL - Extracorporeal Shock Wave Lithotripsy 

FURS - Flexible Ureteroscopy and Laserlithotripsy 

Holmuim:YAG laser - Holmium:Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet Laser 

HU - Hounsfield Units  

PCNL - Percutaneous Nephrolithotom 

SIRS - Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome 

UAS - Ureteral Access Sheath  

UTI - Urinary Tract Infection  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Urinary tract stones (nephrolithiasis) in the upper urinary tracts are common. The incidence of 

an acute stone attack in Sweden is 1.4-1.8/1000 inhabitants per year. It is twice as common in 

men as women, and the average age is 40 years. Between 75-90% of all stones depart 

spontaneously [1]. Often, kidney stones are recurrent. The relapse rate is 50% in 8 years [2]. 

Kidney stones form from crystals that appears when the urine becomes supersaturated with 

dissolved salts found in the urine. There are four main types of kidney stones: calcium stones, 

infection stones, uric acid stones and cysteine stones, where calcium stones are the most 

common. Some stones contain a mixture of different crystal types [3]. 

 

1.1 CALCIUM STONES  

Approximately 80% of all kidney stones consists of calcium salts, either calcium oxalate or 

calcium phosphate. Calcium stones is usually a result from hypercalciuria [3]. Hypercalciuria 

is detected in 30-60% of adults with nephrolithiasis. There are numerous reasons for 

hypercalciuria, the most common is intestinal calcium hyperabsorption. Other 

pathophysiological mechanisms are decreased renal calcium reabsorption and enhanced 

calcium mobilization from bone [4]. 

Except hypercalciuria, calcium stones can also be caused by hyperoxaluria. Hyperoxaluria is 

detected in 10–50% of calcium stone formers [4]. Oxalic acid can be found in many plant-

based foods, such as spinach and rhubarb. Both diet and certain medical conditions can cause 

hyperoxaluria [3]. 

 

1.2 INFECTION STONES 

About 10% of all stones are infection stones, which consist of struvite (a mineral that contains 

mostly of magnesium and phosphate). Infection stones arise when pH level of urine is 

alkaline. One cause of alkaline pH is urinary tract infection (UTI) [3]. The microorganisms 

that cause UTI that makes the urine more alkaline are ureas-positive microorganisms such as 

Staphylococcus saprophyticus, some Pseudomonas sp, some Klebsiella, sp and some Proteus 

sp. Infection stones can grow rapid and extensive, causing staghorn formation which is a 

calcareous cast of the collecting system [5].  
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1.3 RISK FACTORS AND PREVENTION OF KIDNEY STONE FORMATION 

There are many different risk factors since kidney stones can form due to various reasons. 

Dehydration, family history and diet are examples of factors that can affect the possibility of 

forming kidney stones [3].  

DEHYDRATION  

Decreased daily fluid intake, excessive loss of liquid through the intestinal tract or sweating 

may contribute to stone formation. Water dissolves mineral salts in the urine. Since kidney 

stones are formed from urine that becomes supersaturated, kidney stones are more likely to be 

formed due to elevated urine concentration [3]. 

It is recommended to drink enough fluids to produce two-three litre of urine per day to 

prevent kidney stones. [6]. 

FAMILY HISTORY 

Genes, or having a similar lifestyle as other family members with nephrolithiasis, can increase 

the risk of stone formation [3]. 

DIET 

A diet rich in salt appears to increase the risk to form calcium stones [3]. A diet low in oxalate 

(reduced intake of spinach, rhubarb, chocolate and nuts), low in salt (≤50 mmol/day of 

sodium chloride) or low in animal protein meat (≤52 g/day) can reduce the risk of developing 

kidney stones depending on the cause of formation. It is also important with an normal 

calcium intake (≥30 mmol/day), since low calcium diets will increase urinary oxalate 

excretion [6]. 

 

1.4 MANAGMENT OF KIDNEY STONES 

The management of kidney stones depends on its size, location and composition. The 

presence of a complication such as infection or obstruction might require instant intervention, 

whereas uncomplicated stones can be handled conservatively with adequate fluid intake and 

analgesia. 

Stones <5 mm pass spontaneously in 90% of cases, compared with 50% of stones 5-10 mm. 

The average time to pass is between one and three weeks, depending on stone size. Until the 

stone passes, the patient might need pain control and agents that will help the stone to pass. If 

a stone does not pass spontaneously, then definitive treatment is needed to remove it [6]. 
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1.5 SURGICAL TREATMENT 

Approximately 10-20% of all kidney stones need radiological or surgical intervention to be 

removed [6]. 

Urinary tract stones can be treated differently based on size, location and composition. 

Optimal treatment methods for kidney and ureteral stones are still being debated.  

Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) and ureteroscopy are two main treatment 

modalities for urinary stones. Both have similar stone-free rates in distal ureteric stones of less 

than 7 mm, but when treating proximal ureteric stones, it has been shown that ureteroscopy is 

more successful for stones larger than 1 cm in size while ESWL is useful if the stone is less 

than 1 cm. If the stone is dense (more than 1000 Hounsfield units), ESWL is less efficacious 

[6]. With a success rate of 97-100%, stones of all compositions and sizes is effectively treated 

with ureteroscope using the holmium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG) laser (photothermal 

lithotripsy) [7]. Compared to ESWL, ureteroscopy is more time consuming and technically 

demanding, but more cost-effective [6]. 

Percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) is the third way to treat stones, mainly larger than 2 

cm. Before the era of PCNL, large stones were operated with open surgery, which required a 

large flank incision. PCNL can instead be performed through a small incision, minimizing 

pain, blood loss and also shortens hospitalization. Compared to ESWL, PCNL often requires 

fewer procedures since its success rate for clearing all stones in one setting is higher [8].  

The surgical method investigated in the present study is flexible ureteroscopy and 

laserlithotripsy. Flexible ureteroscopy is performed in general anaesthesia and involves 

passing a flexible ureteroscope into the inside of the urinary tract via urethra and bladder until 

reaching the ureter and kidney to determine where the stone is located. The stone is then 

fragmented into small remnants and dust using Holmium:YAG laser. This procedure does not 

involve any surgical incisions [9].  
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1.6 COMPLICATIONS OF FLEXIBLE RETEROSCOPY AND 
LASERILTHOTRIPSY  

Complications can be divided into minor and major intraoperative complications. Both types 

of complications have decreased over the past years according to better surgeon skills and 

improved instrumentation. Currently less than 1% of all procedures leads to major 

complications. Minor events can progress to more serious conditions. Examples of minor 

complications are false passage, fever, UTI and pyelonephritis. Major complications are  

perforation, stricture, avulsion, urinoma, urosepsis, cerebrovascular accident, deep vein 

thrombosis and myocardial infarction [11]. 

The most commonly reported complications are infectious events. The incidence of post-

ureteroscopic fever has been reported between 1.2 and 22%, and fever may occur in the 

absence of infection [12]. The incidence of sepsis has been reported between 0.3 and 2% 

[13,14]. Rarely, even fungal sepsis has been seen after ureteroscopy. Fungal sepsis are more 

often seen in patients with advanced liver cirrhosis [15]. 

The presence of calculi in the urinary tract can serve as a nidus for infection, and despite a 

negative urine culture and preoperative antibiotics - urinary calculi can still hold bacteria that 

may cause serious infection. Besides the risk that urinary calculi can harbour bacteria and 

thereby induce infection, bacteria can enter the otherwise sterile urinary tract via the 

placement of ureteroscopes and instruments across the urethral meatus or skin. 

Infectious events are avoided by ensuring a sterile, preoperative urine and using appropriate 

antibiotic prophylaxis. Culture-directed antibiotics prior ureteroscopy is mandatory for 

sterilizing the urine. American Urological Association recommend peri-ureteroscopic 

antibiotics for up to 24 hours [16].  

Risk factors for infectious complications following flexible ureteroscopy are pyuria (urine 

containing white blood cells or pus), long operative durations, stone size of ≥2 cm and 

infectious stones according to Fan et al who investigated a group of 227 patients with kidney 

stones who underwent flexible ureteroscopy. The risk factors were independently related to 

infectious complications [17]. The incidence of infectious complications was 8.37% in this 

study. Postoperatively 6.61% developed fever, 4.41% developed systemic inflammatory 

response syndrome (SIRS) and 0.88% had sepsis. In Sweden, there are 3 to 49 hospital-treated 

severe sepsis cases per 10000 person-years [18]. The mortality rates of septic shock is high, 

from 31 to 61% [19]. 
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2. AIM 

To investigate the outcomes and rates of infectious complication in FURS for kidney and 

proximal ureter stones at Örebro University Hospital. Secondary goals are to analyse the 

factors that increases the risk of infectious complications, which are the most common 

complication. 

 

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

3.1 DESIGN 

This is a retrospective journal study. 

 

3.2 STUDY POPULATION 

All consecutive patients operated with FURS for kidney stones and proximal ureter stones 

during 2016 at the Department of Urology in Örebro were included.    

The journal was studied for the time before the intervention, the operations report and the 

patients’ journal was also studied for three months after the intervention to detect infectious 

complications. Data were collected about the patient, the intervention and the urinary stones 

that were removed. Since approximately 50% of the treated patients were residents outside 

Örebro County, their medical documentation had to be requested from their local hospitals. 

All hospitals did not deliver the journals in time, so 5 patients were excluded for that reason.  

Only the hospital documentation was studied, and not the primary care journal, because that 

would have been too time-consuming. Also, the patients were informed that if they had fever 

or started to shiver they had to visit the emergency, in which case all important data needed 

would have been recorded in the journal. 

The infections that were of interest where those of more serious character, those in need of 

hospitalization, intravenous antibiotics and who fulfilled the criteria of systemic inflammatory 

response syndrome (SIRS).  
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The patients excluded were those who underwent both flexible ureteroscopy and PCNL or 

other surgery simultaneously. Other excluded patients were those that could not complete the 

surgery - for example if the patient had too narrow ureter that made it impossible to reach the 

stone and therefor forced the surgeon to place a stent for auto dilatation of the ureter and 

reschedule the surgery. Patients who underwent flexible ureteroscopy only for a diagnostic 

purpose and with no laserlithotripsy performed were also excluded. A flowchart for excluded 

patients is presented in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart for excluded patients. 

 

97 patients with code of 
diagnosis for flexibleureteroscopy

16 patients went trough 
a percutaneous nephrolithotomy or 

other suregery simultaneosly/instead

3 patients did a flexible ureteroscopy 
for a diagnostic purpose

3 flexible ureteroscopies had to be 
cancelled (for example due to tight 

ureters)

5 journals from other counties did 
not arrive in time

Studypopuation of 69 patients

1 missing follow-up
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3.3 SURGICAL TECHNIQUE 

According to local routine at the Department of Urology in Örebro, a urine culture is taken 7-

10 days preoperatively on routine. If the urine culture is negative, a single dose garamycin is 

administrated intravenous 30 minutes prior to surgery. But, if the urine culture is positive, the 

patient is given targeted antibiotics per os 3-5 days preoperatively beyond the single dose of 

garamycin. If the urine culture is positive and the patients at the same time has symptoms of 

UTI, the patient is given targeted antibiotics per os and the surgery is postponed 2-3 weeks. 

 

Some patients had a ureteral stent before surgery. A stent causes reversible ureteral dilatation. 

After unsuccessful ureteroscopy due to a narrow ureter, a stent can be placed to facilitate 

further stone treatment. A wider ureter can lead to shorter operative time and make the 

intervention more successful since a wider ureter can accommodate a ureteral access sheath 

(UAS) of larger diameter, which provide better irrigation and better view. Stents can also be 

placed under emergency circumstances to handle acute obstruction due to stones. Another 

word for stent used in the present study is j-coil. 

 

The intervention is performed during general anaesthetic. The bladder is first emptied with an 

instrument, and a paediatric catheter is used to drain the bladder during procedure.   

 

During majority of the FURS performed, a UAS is used. The UAS is a cost-effective tool that 

allows a safer re-entry into the urinary system while also improving the flow of irrigation 

fluid and vision. Many small stone fragments are created during laser lithotripsy, a so-called 

holmium storm, and without a UAS this cloud of stone fragments can significantly degrade 

the view. The UAS can also clarify the sight if bleeding occurs. Furthermore, the most 

important advantage of UAS is that it reduces the intrarenal pressure during FURS due to 

improved fluid drainage, which contributes to decreased postoperative complications. 

However, the placement of the UAS is associated with an increased risk of damage to the 

ureter and also theoretically an increased risk of ureteral strictures.  
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After placing and securing the UAS, the kidney is inspected with the flexible ureteroscope to 

visualize the target stone. Once the stone is visualized, the holmium:YAG optical laser fibre 

can be inserted through the working cannel of the flexible ureteroscope. Energy and pulse 

rates are selected depending on the density of the stone. Higher density requires higher energy 

and higher frequency of the pulse rate. The stone is then fully fragmented into dust, and may 

be partially washed out from the urinary tract during the procedure. The remaining small 

fragments pass usually within 6 weeks after the surgery by itself.  

 

It is recommended to place a stent after all ureteroscopy involving a UAS since the use of a 

UAS can result in postoperative spasm or oedema of the ureter. The stent is typically removed 

7 days after the intervention [20]. A follow-up by CT is performed 2-3 month postoperatively. 

A short summary of the surgical technique is presented in figure 2. 

 

  

 

Figure 2. Summary of the surgical technique   

  

Intravenous 
antibiotics are given 

as prophylaxis 

If the urine culture 
is posetive, targeted 
antibiotics per os is 

also given

If needed, 
preoperative 

decompression of 
the kidney is used

The intervention is 
performed during 

general anaesthetic
The bladder is 

emptied

A pediatric catheter 
is placed to drain the 
bladder during the 

procedure

A UAS is used 
during the procedure 

to allow safe re-
entry and to improve 

vision

A flexible 
ureterscope is 

inserted into the 
urinary tract

The holmium:YAG 
optical laser fiber is 
inserted through the 

working cannel

The stone is 
fragmented into 

small fragments and 
dust

A stent that will be 
removed after 7 
days is placed

A follow-up CT is 
performed 3 month 

postoperatively
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3.4 DEFINITION OF INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS 

The definition of infectious complications in this project is those who fulfilled the criteria for 

SIRS, who required intravenous antibiotics and that also were hospitalized. The SIRS-criteria 

proposed by the American Collage of Chest Physicians and Society of Critical Care Medicine 

Consensus Conference in 2001 are found in figure 3. The patients should meet at least two of 

these criteria to be diagnosed with SIRS. SIRS can also occur in non-infectious conditions, 

such as burns, acute pancreatitis [21].  

 
Figure 3. The criteria of SIRS. 

 

3.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Data were collected using Microsoft Excel, and was then analysed using SPSS. Chi-square 

test and Fisher’s exact test were made to get P values, and multivariate logistic regression 

analyses of variables associated with infectious complications were made to avoid the risk of 

cofounders to explain the results in the present study. 

 

3.6 ETHICS 

Head of the department at the urological clinic at Örebro Univerity Hospital has given his 

written permission to this study.  

 

All collected data was encrypted, which made it impossible to derive information to an 

individual since it is of great importance to consider the safety and autonomy of individuals 

studied. The data collected are presented at a group level, and therefore there is no risk that 

individual patients can be identified. 

 

The risk taken is considered by the benefits as this project may lead to improved knowledge 

which can improve future healthcare.  

• Fever or hypothermia (body temperature >38°C or <36°C)
• Tachycardia (heart rate >90 beats/min)
• Tachypnea (respiratory rate >20 breaths/min) or PaCo2 <4,3 kPa
• White blood cell count >12,000 cells/µL or <4,000 cells/µL
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4. RESULTS 

Of the 69 performed flexible ureteroscopies with holmium:YAG laser that has been studied, 

34 was performed at females (49%) and 35 at males (51%). The median age was 55 years 

(range 18-74 years) and the median body mass index (BMI) was 26.3 (range 18.3-50.7). Of 

these patients, 11 (16%) had diabetes mellitus and 19 (23%) were smokers. For more details 

regarding the study population, see table 1 and 2. 

Table 1. Describing the study population and stone characteristic. 

 Median Range 

Age 55 (18-74) 
BMI 26.3 (18.3-50.7) 

Operation time 
(min) 

70 (31-139) 

Days j-coil 
postoperatively 

8 (0-247) 

Stone size 
(mm) 

17 (5-41) 

Stone volume 
(mm3) 

509 (50-9600) 

Stone density 
(Hounsfield Unit) 

900 (300-1500) 

 

All patients underwent urine culture examinations 7-10 days before surgery. Of all urine 

cultures, 29 (42%) was positive whilst 40 (58%) came out negative. All patients were given a 

single dose gentamycin 30 minutes before surgery, and 28 (41%) patients received targeted 

per oral antibiotics due to positive urine culture.  

 

Of all patients, the preoperative decompression was present in 29 (42%) cases where 18 

(26%) had j-coil and 13 (19%) pyelostomy. The median operation time was 70 minutes (range 

31–139 minutes), and in all procedures an UAS was used. The median operated stone had a 

size of 17 mm, a volume of 509 mm3 and a density of 900 Hounsfield Units (HU). The 

Hounsfield scale is a quantitative scale for describing radio density.   
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The number of patients that was totally stone-free after one intervention was 49 (71%). 

Included patients with very small residual stones (less than 2 mm in size), the number of 

stone-free patients were 59 (85%). 

Table 2. Describing the study population, results and the rate of infectious complications. 

 n % 

Infectious complications 15 22% 
Females 34 49% 
Males 35 51% 
DM 11 16% 
Smoking  16 23% 
Preoperative decompression 29 42% 

 J-coil 18 26% 
Pyelostomy 13 19% 

Positive urine culture 29 40% 
Target antibiotics per os 28 40% 
Single dose gentamycin 69 100% 
Ureteral access sheath UAS 69 100% 
SFR (stone-free rate) 49 71% 
SFR (<2mm) 59 85% 
Postoperative j-coil 67 97% 

 

Infectious complications were observed in 15 cases (22%). Of them, 10 were females and 5 

males. The median age in this group was higher compared to those with no infection, 60 and 

53 years (p=0.096), respectively. Median BMI was also slightly higher (27.7 compared with 

26.1, p=0.65). The stone volume (mm3) was three times higher in group with infectious 

complications compared to those who did not suffer from any infectious complications (1090 

compared to 347, p=0.007) and this achieved statistical significance.  

 

Univariate analysis show that the stone volume was significantly higher in the group with 

postoperative infectious complication. Further multivariate logistic regression analyses of 

variables associated with infectious complications indicated that stone volume was an 

independent risk factor. The correlation between different risk factors and the risk of 

infectious complications can be seen in table 3. 
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 Table 3. Patients’ data and analysis of risk factors for postoperative infectious complications. 
 

No Infection 
(n) 

    Infection 
(n) 

P Value 

Gender   0.12 
Female 24 10 

 

Male 30 5 
 

Median age (years) 53 60 0.096 
Median BMI 26.1 27.7 0.65 
Diabetes 9 2 1.0 
Smoker 14 2 0.49 
Preoperative decompression 23 6 0.85 
Urine culture   0.85 

Positive 23 6 
 

Negative 31 9 
 

Median stone size (mm) 15 20 0.09 
Median stone volume (mm3) 357 1090 0.007 
Stone density (Hounsfield 
Unit) 

890 950 0.35 

Median operation time (min) 70 73 0.90 
Residual stones 16 4 1.0 
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5. DISCUSSION 
The present study was conducted to investigate the results and rate of infectious complications 

after FURS, as well as attempt to identify factors that increase the risk of infectious 

complications. 
 

5.1 STONE-FREE RATE 

The stone-free rate in the present study was 71%, and stone-free rate with only very small 

residual stones (<2 mm) was 85%. These are similar results compared to earlier studies. Fan 

et al had a stone-free rate of 82% [17]. Another study, by Jeromin et al. had good results in 

87% of their procedures [22]. 

 

5.2 INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS 

The frequency of infectious complications according to our definition was 22%.  

 

In the study by Jeromin et al, 1% had an acute UTI, 4% had recurrent genitourinary tract 

infection and 22% suffered from fever >38°C. Interestingly, the patients in this report did not 

receive any antibiotic prophylaxis before ureteroscopy. However, in complicated cases, for 

instance fever, antibiotics were given for a couple of days after ureteroscopy [22].  

 

Fan et al. also investigated the rate of infectious complications, and in this report the 

incidence of infectious complications was 8%. Postoperative fever was seen in 7% of the 

patients and 4% developed SIRS. Fan et al. defined infectious complications as “fever of 

>38°C that persisted for 48 h, acute pyelonephritis, positive results in blood culture and 

sepsis” were sepsis was defined as SIRS caused by a suspected infection [17]. 

 

The higher incidence of infectious complications in the present study may be due to different 

inclusion criteria, patient characteristics, use of antibiotics or that there is different definitions 

of infectious complications between the studies.  
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According to the findings of the present study, the stone volume (mm3) is strongly correlated 

with the risk of developing infections after FURS. The median stone volume in the group 

without infections was 357 mm3, whereas patients in the group with infections had a median 

stone volume three times higher, 1090 mm3, which reached statistical significance (p=0.007). 

This confirms a part of the conclusion drawn by Fan et al., that stone size is a risk factor for 

infectious complications after FURS.  

 

Other risk factors according to Fan et al. was pyuria, operative duration and also infectious 

stones [17]. The present study has not investigated the correlation between pyuria and 

infectious complications, and all stones removed was not analysed so there is no possibility to 

find out if the infectious stones was a risk factor here since this is a retrospective study. In the 

present study, there was no statically significant difference in the group with no infections 

versus the group with infectious complications regarding operation time. In the group with no 

infections, the median operation time was 70 minutes, and in the group with infection the 

duration was 73 minutes (p=0.90).  

 

Of the 15 patients with infectious complications, 6 patients had a positive urine culture 

preoperatively while 9 patients had a negative urine culture (p=0.95). The correlation between 

urine culture and infectious complications is not statistically significant, which may depend 

on the limited number of cases studied. 

 

Martov et al, found that rates of postoperative fever and UTI was not reduced by antibiotics as 

prophylaxis in patients with a negative urine culture undergoing FURS for ureteral or renal 

stones. Another finding in the same study was that female gender and high ASA score were 

specific risk factors for postoperative infections in the same patient group [23]. With that in 

mind, along with the low frequency of UTI in the study by Jeromin et al, where no antibiotic 

prophylaxis were given unless the case was complicated by fever, you can question the 

benefit of antibiotic prophylaxis to patients with a negative urine culture preoperatively. 

Given that, more studies with a higher sample size are needed since no conclusions can be 

drawn. 
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Twice as many females compared to the number of males (10 compared to 5) suffered from 

infectious complications, which is interesting since there were almost the same number of 

females and males in the present study (34 females and 35 males). This correlation is not 

statistically significant, but as earlier studies showed: female gender is a risk factor for 

developing postoperative UTI and fever, and according to Martov et al, the risk was not 

reduced by preoperative antibiotic prophylaxis if the urine culture was negative. 

 

Urinary stones are twice as common in males as females, but despite that, the number of 

treated females and males are almost the same. One risk factor for developing infection stones 

is recurrent UTIs. Infection stones are more common in females than males (3:1), presumably 

since UTIs are more common in females. Infection stones may have large volume (the whole 

renal pelvis may be filled up, forming a “Staghorn calculus”), and they grow rapidly [24]. 

This is interesting since the stones that caused postoperative infectious complications in the 

present study had larger volume. It remains though unclear whether the stone itself was the 

origin of infection or not. According to Fan et al, infectious stone was a risk factor of 

infectious complications after FURS [17]. The problem is to know what kind of stone it is that 

is being treated before it is treated, since stone analysis only can be made after an 

intervention. 

 

The median age of those with infectious compilations was 60 years, whereas those without 

infectious complications had a median age of 53 (p=0.096). This is a trend towards 

significance. A larger sample size is needed to confirm that age has anything to do with the 

risk of developing infectious complications. 

 

Even though all studied subjects were given antibiotic prophylaxis, and that some subjects 

also were given targeted antibiotics due to a positive urine culture, it does not seem to be 

enough to prevent infectious events. Prevention is of greatest importance to avoid infectious 

complications, particularly sepsis that might lead to septic shock and even death.  
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5.3 THE PRESENT STUDY 

The major limitations of this study are the small sample size and its retrospective nature. 

Since the sample size is relatively small, the differences between for example sex and age 

seen cannot be confirmed as statistically significant and might be explained by coincidence. 

 

Since this is a retrospective journal study, a quality control at the clinic, no ethical approval is 

needed. Neither is there any need for approval from the patients. This reduces the workload, 

and the study is less expensive to implement. 

 

5.4 FUTURE STUDIES 

In the future, it would be interesting to identify further risk factors in order to select 

preoperatively the most susceptible group for postoperative infections and be able to target the 

antibiotic prophylaxis. Further risk factors of interest might be comorbidities and performance 

status. It would also be of great importance to investigate the need of antibiotics preoperative 

in case of a negative preoperative urine culture, since 58% of the preoperative urine cultures 

in the present study were negative. This could lower the use of antibiotics and prevent 

development of antibiotic resistance.  

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The stone-free rate at Örebro University Hospital is 85%, which is similar to other 

institutions. Infectious complications affected 15 patients (22%) which was higher than in 

other reports. Large stone volume was found to be the only independent risk factor for 

developing infectious complications postoperatively. To avoid infectious complications 

among those with large stones, the operator might consider doing staged procedure (divide the 

operation into two seasons) in these patients. 
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